addendums

01 concept sketches
02 pretoria arcade drawings
Fig.13_01. Concept planning
Fig. 13.02. Concept organisation

- Not sure about kitchen
  - Below, reuse kitchen to bookstore position
Fig. 13_03. Facade development

University of Pretoria etd – Sackett, C (2007)
Fig.13_05. Sunscreen detailing
Fig.13_06.Arcade joint development
Fig. 13.07. Arcade glass detailing 1
Fig. 13_09. Burlington House elevation
Fig.13_11.Koedoe Arcade plan
Fig. 13_12. Merino House section
Fig. 13.13 Prudence Arcade plan
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COMMUNICATION

Interview with Prof. A. De Villiers on 27th July, 2006 on the topic of council operation and the CIDB.

Email correspondance with Mrs J. C. Hambly, registrar of SACAP on the topic of SACAP’s role in the built environment professions.